
Fusion Energy:
An introduction from 

a UK perspective
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Fusion Energy:
Star power on Earth
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Fusion: the ultimate energy 
source

No CO2

Baseload 

supply
Abundant fuel

Safe

But it is hard!
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Fusion: Creating the conditions

• The basic problem: Deuterium and tritium nuclei are both 

positively charged

 hard to force them together

 they need to be heated to ~10 times the temperature 

in the sun’s core!

• A sufficiently hot gas converts to a new state: the plasma state

– Electrons are stripped from the nucleus

– A plasma contains charged particles, but is electrically 

neutral

• So how do we “confine” such a hot fuel long enough for fusion to occur?

• There are two principle techniques:

– magnetic confinement

– inertial confinement

The more advanced approach at present
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Fusion essentials – At a cost of over €15Bn 
ITER will produce 500MW of fusion power

DT plasma confined 
by magnetic field

Magnetic field 
created by toroidal 
field coils…

...and current 
induced in plasma 
by solenoid

Plasma shape 
adjusted by 
poloidal field coils

Exhaust heat 
managed in the 
(tungsten) divertor

Heating, fuelling and 
diagnostic instruments 
access plasma through 
ports

Wall tile material 
handles heat; influences 
performance

Breeding blankets to 
generate T (not on 
ITER)
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Approaching fusion power: 
The pathway to ITER
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Approaching fusion power: 
The pathway to ITER
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European Roadmap to fusion

2025 2035 2045 2055 https://www.euro-fusion.org/eurofusion/roadmap/
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Can we accelerate the timeline and 
reduce the capital cost of fusion by 
being more adventurous?

This is the aim of the UK’s STEP Programme:

Spherical Tokamak for Energy Production
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STEP aims to provide a prototype for 
net fusion electricity by 2040
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STEP aims to provide a prototype for 
net fusion electricity by 2040

Industry
• Re-skill and establish supply 

chain
• Synergies with private 

fusion
• Ensure robust, 

manufacturable design
• Build and test prototypes

Universities
• Fundamental research to 

optimise designs
• Training the next fusion 

generation
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Training the fusion generation:
UK approach
It starts as school
• Equal opportunities for all
• Maths, Science, Engineering 

& Technology are key

Universities
• Many UK universities now involved in UK 

fusion
• Masters programmes – MSc in 

Fusion Energy at York
• Doctoral programmes

Apprenticeships
• Real world skills in 

partnership with industry Insert Map of UK 
with UK fusion 

universities
Insert photo of 

Culham
apprenticeship 

building
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Fusion Centre for Doctoral Training
• A network of five UK universities;

- Durham, Liverpool, Manchester, Oxford and York

• collaborating with international laboratories…
- UKAEA, AWE, F4E, ITER, NIF, NNL, RAL, NFRI

• …and industry, including private fusion companies

• to train the fusion generation who will
- Work on ITER and international laser facilities
- Design, build and then operate STEP
- Support private fusion endeavours
- Design, optimise and build the first generation of fusion reactors, internationally
- Contribute to related industries (e.g. fission and plasma technologies)
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Fusion CDT: education, research and 
outreach

C
h

art Title

1
2

3
4

5

Materials Science

MCF Plasma 
Science

Laser Plasma 
Science

Control & 
Instrumentation

Social Sciences

About 20 students per year – 70-80 in total
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Summary

▪ The UK is part of the international collaboration seeking to deliver fusion energy via ITER

▪ It is a strong partner in Europe, and supports the EUROfusion roadmap

▪ It has a parallel programme seeking adventurous ways towards smaller, cheaper, faster 
fusion – both in private companies and the national STEP programme

▪ Fusion R&D must be under-pinned by a strong education programme

– Starts at school, promoting opportunities for all

– Progresses through academic undergraduate and Masters programmes

– Apprenticeships deliver real-world experience, complementing academic pathways

– Doctoral training across a breadth of science, technology and engineering, as well as social 
sciences


